PROJECT ROSHINI :“BUILDING A NEW RAY OF HOPE”
Duration

: 3 hrs

Frequency : weekly
Visit date : 2nd February 2020
Team Roshini, Pragati and Lipi had its visit at Manna School, which is approx. 22 km
from KIIT UNIVERSITY campus 6.“Education is the most powerful weapon which
we can use to change the world”. Keeping this in mind NSS Roshini with other
project visited school for enlightening the orphan children's to find their paths in
which they can exhale the most and achieve success with flying colours.
NSS Roshini with other groups, is maintaining its consistency by taking small steps
for imparting education to the little ones. That being said, NSS Roshini presents their
report describing their visit. The team departed from KIIT campus at 1:30 pm heading
to the school, guided by the 3rd year volunteers and reached there by 2:00 pm. On
reaching the school the 2nd year volunteers were divided into groups of 7 consisting of
three members. Each group was headed with at most one 2nd year volunteer. Heading
on to the classes, the volunteers took up the responsibility of classes 2 to 10.
Rightly quoted by Robert Frost “Education is the ability to listen to almost anything
without losing your temper or your self-confidence”. With this spirit the volunteers
started giving basic knowledge about computer’s memory where we told them about
the types of memory-primary and secondary memory and also the sub-parts to them
like RAM, ROM and HDD, SDD, floppy disc respectively and how we can use
computers in daily life, also the volunteers tried to teach how to write their names and
change their font size and style.
The newly recruited 2nd year were amazed by seeing the willingness that the children
showed in order to study a new thing apart from their daily routine. After giving basic
knowledge about computer the volunteers tried to have some fun sessions with the
students. They taught them how to draw shapes and made them colour in MS paint. In
order to get more interactive with the children the team also showed informative
animated video so that the students can grasp the subject easily.
Towards the end the volunteers proceeded with the interactive sessions with watching
cartoons along with the students in order to spend a fun time just to break the stress of
long school hours. The session ended around 4.30 pm. The volunteers got a great
response from the students, they were overwhelmed by the enthusiasm that was
shown by the students there and had a wonderful experience in their first official visit
of project Roshini with other projects. Like it’s said “True happiness comes only by
making others happy”, so this was the small combined effort made by team Roshini,
Pragati and Lipi to make the world more beautiful place to live in.

Duration

: 3 hrs

Frequency : weekly
Visit date : 16th February 2020
Team Roshini had its visit at Manna School, which is approx. 22 km from KIIT
UNIVERSITY campus 6.“Education is the most powerful weapon which we can use
to change the world”. Keeping this in mind NSS Roshini with other project visited
school for enlightening the orphan children's to find their paths in which they can
exhale the most and achieve success with flying colours.
NSS Roshini, is maintaining its consistency by taking small steps for imparting
education to the little ones. That being said, NSS Roshini presents their report
describing their visit. The team departed from KIIT campus at 1:30 pm heading to the
school, guided by the 3rd year volunteers and reached there by 2:00 pm. On reaching
the school the 2nd year volunteers were divided into groups of 7 consisting of three
members. Each group was headed with at most one 2nd year volunteer. Heading on to
the classes, the volunteers took up the responsibility of classes 2 to 10.

Rightly quoted by Robert Frost “Education is the ability to listen to almost anything
without losing your temper or your self-confidence”.The newly recruited 2nd year
were amazed by seeing the willingness that the children showed in order to study a
new thing apart from their daily routine. After giving basic knowledge about
computer the volunteers tried to have some fun sessions with the students. They

taught them how to draw shapes and made them colour in MS paint. In order to get
more interactive with the children the team also showed informative animated video
so that the students can grasp the subject easily.
Towards the end the volunteers proceeded with the interactive sessions with watching
cartoons along with the students in order to spend a fun time just to break the stress of
long school hours. The session ended around 4.30 pm. The volunteers got a great
response from the students, they were overwhelmed by the enthusiasm that was
shown by the students there and had a wonderful experience in their first official visit
of project Roshini with other projects. Like it’s said “True happiness comes only by
making others happy”, so this was the small combined effort made by team Roshini to
make the world more beautiful place to live in. We are looking forward for more
visits so that we can share more knowledge about different disciplines and will always
try to spread love wherever we go as a team, so that we can set an example for future
volunteers and make a difference.

